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Abstract

Most recent web search engines perform effective keyword-based multimedia contents retrieval by investigating

keywords associated with multimedia contents on the Web and comparing them with query keywords. On the

other hand, most music and compilation albums provide professional artwork as cover art that will be displayed

when the music is played. If the cover art is not available, then the music player just displays some dummy or

random images, but this has been a source of dissatisfaction. In this paper, in order to automatically create cover

art that is matched with music contents, we propose a music album cover art creation scheme based on music

contents analysis and result synthesis. We first (i) analyze music contents and their lyrics and extract

representative keywords, (ii) expand the keywords using WordNet and generate various queries, (iii) retrieve

related images from the Web using those queries, and finally (iv) synthesize them according to the user

preference for album cover art. To show the effectiveness of our scheme, we developed a prototype system and

reported some results.
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I. Introduction

Due to the popularity of various media compression

formats such as mp3, traditional music players are

being rapidly replaced by versatile media players

with screens. The screen is usually used for

displaying various information including singer,

music title, and album cover art, etc. Basically,

album cover art contains several core pieces of

information about the music including images

associated with the mood, place, time, singer and

album title. As a result, album cover art is a very

effective means for visualizing and advertising

music. Conventional music albums or music

compilation album cover art are usually made by

music contents providers, music contents

manufacturers and professional cover art designers.

Hence, the creation of such album cover art is very

difficult for non-professional users who personally

make their own music compilation albums using

podcasts.

For automatic generation of such music album cover

art, many issues should be addressed. First, since

the cover art needs to suggest the music mood, this

should be extracted from the music automatically

based on low-level signals and acoustic features

[11-13] or musical features [14, 15]. Also in [15] the

authors considered musical mood variation for

automatic mood detection and tracking.

Secondly, music lyrics can contain very useful

information about music such as mood, place and

time, and hence should be investigated. Meaningful

words are extracted from the music lyrics and their

implicit moods should be inferred. There have been

many works on this in the text mining area[5, 23].

Thirdly, due to the availability of various SNS

(Social Network Service) sites, various multimedia

contents are now available with voluntary

annotations including place, time and emotional

features. Especially, recent works on music contents

[3] have revealed that user collaboration and
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SNS-based web services can provide better music

retrieval performance than traditional content-based

analysis.

In this paper, we present a new method for

automatically generating an album cover art for a

list of music. The album cover art is an image

representing the overall music mood, background

place, time, and some other metadata including

singer and music title. To achieve this, we carry

out three different music analyses and combine the

result. First, we perform SMERS-based music mood

extraction [6]. Second, we extract the principal

keywords from the music lyrics and refine them

through WordNet in order to determine their major

mood and context information. Third, we analyze

music metadata such as ID3 tag information in the

MP3 file. These keywords are used as query input

to retrieve relevant images on the web. Those

retrieved images are synthesized with metadata

according to the user preference, by using various

artistic effects to generate the album cover art.

The outline of this paper is follows. In Section 2,

we describe music mood extraction based on

acoustic/musical features and keyword analysis of

music lyrics. In Section 3, we present a means to

generate music album cover art automatically based

on music mood and relevant metadata. In Section 4,

we briefly describe our prototype system and

present some experimental results. In Section 5, we

conclude this paper.

II. Related works

1. Music mood extraction
To date, many works have attempted to establish

models of emotions and factors leading to the

perception of such emotions in music. Traditional

mood and emotion research in music has focused on

finding psychological and physiological factors that

influence emotion recognition and classification.

During the 1980s, several emotion models were

proposed, which were largely based on the

dimensional approach to emotion rating.

The dimensional approach focuses on identifying

emotions based on their location in a small number

of dimensions such as valence and activity.

Russell’s[18] circumflex model has had a significant

effect on emotion research. This model defines a

two-dimensional, circular structure involving the

dimensions of activation and valence. Within this

structure, emotions that are on opposite sides of the

circle, such as sadness and happiness, correlate

inversely. Thayer [16] suggested a two-dimensional

emotion model that is a simple but powerful means

of organizing different emotion responses: stress and

energy. The dimension of stress is called valence

while the dimension of energy is called arousal.

As shown in Figure 1, the two-dimensional

emotion plane can be divided into four quadrants

with eleven emotion adjectives superimposed. We

use eleven types based on Juslin’s theory and

Thayer’s emotion model.

Fig. 1. Thayer’s 2-dimensional emotion model

Other works have attempted to investigate the

influence of music factors such as loudness and

tonality on the perceived emotional expression [16,

17]. The authors analyzed those factors using

diverse techniques, some of which involved

measuring psychological and physiological

correlations between states of particular musical

factors and emotion evocation. According to [17],

Juslin and Sloboda investigated the utilization of

acoustic cues in the communication of music

emotions between performers and listeners, and

measured the correlation between emotional

expressions (e.g., anger, sadness and happiness) and

acoustic cues (e.g., tempo, spectrum and

articulation).
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Automatic emotion detection and recognition in

speech and music is growing rapidly due to

technological advances in digital signal processing

and various effective feature extraction methods.

Emotion recognition can play an important role in

many other potential applications such as music

entertainment and human-computer interaction

systems.

One of the first studies on emotion detection in

music was presented by Feng et al. [15]. Their

work, based on Computational Media Aesthetics

(CMA), analyzes the two dimensions of tempo and

articulation, which are mapped onto four mood

categories: happiness, anger, sadness and fear. Lie

et al. [14] developed a hierarchical framework for

extracting music emotion automatically from

acoustic music data. They used music intensity to

represent the energy dimension of the Thayer

model, and timbre and rhythm for the stress

dimension.

2. Lyric analysis
Music lyrics consist of a finite number of words,

some of which are chosen to represent the meaning

of the music or music mood. Thus, identifying such

words can be useful for music mood extraction and

classification. In [4], the authors calculated various

properties including (i) tf-idf (Term Frequency–

Inverted Document Frequency)weight based on the

frequency of lyric words, (ii) existence of such

words so as to represent specific moods, and (iii)

frequency of words in a specific part-of-speech.

The first property showed the best accuracy.

WordNet [8] is a lexical database for the English

language. It groups English words into sets of

synonyms called synsets, provides short, general

definitions, and records the various semantic

relations between these synonym sets. The purpose

is twofold. First, it provides a combination of

dictionary and thesaurus for more intuitive

utilization, and second, it supports automatic text

analysis and artificial intelligence applications. The

database and software tools have been released

under a BSD style license and can be downloaded

and used freely. The database can also be browsed

online.

3. Metadata
To date, metadata has been useful in the text-based

retrieval of multimedia contents. For instance, title

and singer are representative metadata for

text-based music search. In this paper, we use the

ID3 tag information of the mp3 file as its metadata.

An ID3 tag is a metadata format for an mp3 file.

Various information on the music such as title,

singer, and album name is included.

III. Automatic Music Album Cover

Creation

1. Overall Structure
Figure 2 shows the overall structure for creating

music album cover art automatically. First, for the

music list to create album cover art, we determine

relevant keywords based on (i) SMERS-based

music mood extraction [6], (ii) music lyrics

clustering based on a semi-supervised clustering

method, and (iii) ID3 tag analysis contained in the

music content file. Typical keywords include music

mood, place, time, and singer information. Those

keywords are refined by query expansion and query

reformulation in order to retrieve relevant images

from Google images and Flickr. Finally, retrieved

images are synthesized with relevant metadata

according to the user preference to generate the

music album cover art.

KeywordsKeywords

Music playlist

Keyword
Extraction

Music mood extraction

ID3 tag information

Retrieved Images

extracted keywords Image search engines 

User
Image/frame

select 

Music lyrics analysis

Query Expansion & 
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Keyword
Extraction

Music mood extraction
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Retrieved Images
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Image/frame
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Music lyrics analysis

Query Expansion & 
Reformulation

Frame

Fig. 2.  Overall system structure

2. Music Mood Extraction
For automatic music mood extraction, we used the

SMERS [6] system. This system consists of three

main modules: (i) The feature extraction module

extracts and analyzes seven distinct musical

features, viz., pitch, tempo, loudness, tonality, key,

rhythm and harmonics; (ii) The feature-emotion

mapping module maps those extracted features onto
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eleven emotion categories based on Thayer’s

two-dimensional emotion model (See Figure 1); (iii)

The training module trains the SVR (Support

Vector Regression) using the extracted features as

input vectors. We used two distinct SVR functions

for predicting arousal and valence values based on

acoustic features in a polar coordinate system. One

is for the distance from the origin to the emotion in

a Thayer-like coordinate system, and the other is

for the angle. Using these two trained SVRs, the

tool recognizes each song’s emotion. An empirical

test shows that the polar coordinate system gives

better results than the Cartesian coordinate system

[6].

3. Keyword Extraction form Lyrics
In order to extract keywords from music lyrics, we

use public lyrics data available at Lyricwiki.org.

The lyrics gathered on the web contain multiple

types of noise. To remove such noises, we

performed the preprocessing steps described in [5].

Most lyrics have sections such as intro, interlude,

verse, chorus and outro. These annotations should

be removed because they are not important.

However, repetition words such as [ repeat 2] , ×5

are important. Hence, we remove such repetition

words from the lyrics and repeat the applicable

lyrics as many times as needed.

After removing noises, we perform the stemming

process on the lyrics in order to reduce inflected

words to their stem, base or root form. We used

the Porter stemming algorithm [21]. Prior to the

next step, we also remove stopwords such as a, an,

as, in, the, to, etc[7].

Fig. 3. Example of bag-of-words model

After the stemming process, the lyrics are

segmented into words based on the bag-of-words

model [5]. As shown in Figure 3, the bag-of-words

model is commonly used in natural language

processing and information retrieval. It represents a

text such as a sentence or document by an

unordered collection of words, regardless of

relationships such as grammar and word ordering.

The keywords returned by the bag-of-words model

are those which appear most frequently in the

lyrics. Not all these keywords are meaningful for

the album cover art. In order to remove such

meaningless keywords, we use query expansion and

reformulation techniques for filtering English

adjectives and nouns. For instance, in the All

Music Guide (AMG) [11] that was classified by

music professionals and widely used as metadata in

the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) field, it was

observed that some music could have as many as

180 different moods simultaneously. In this paper,

we filter such keywords using WordNet [8], which

is a lexical database for English words. We classify

keywords into several subjects using the lexical file

information of WordNet. We use keywords

belonging to subjects that are relevant to the

context information such as time, location, and

feeling for image retrieval. 
4. Metadata Analysis
Usually, a normally circulated sound file contains

metadata such as an ID3 tag [19]. This tag contains

many types of detailed information on the music

including song title, artist, album name, composer,

conductors, media types, BPM, lyrics, etc. There are

two unrelated versions of ID3: ID3v1 and ID3v2,

which are incompatible and can exist in a single file

simultaneously. However, not all MP3 files have the

same amount of metadata. So we utilize keywords

for artist, song title, and album name through an

ID3 tag, since these are usually available. We

transform this tag information into the

bag-of-words model. These words are not

dependent on the frequency, and can be classified

into semantic keywords again through WordNet.

Finally, the classified keywords are used in image

retrieval together with the keywords from the song

lyrics.

5. Image Retrieval
Based on the extracted keywords, we collect

relevant images from the web using traditional web
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Title Artist

I'm Ready Bryan Adams

Dancing Queen ABBA

Sweet Child O' Mine Guns N' Roses

Sugar Sugar Archies

The Way You Do The Things

You Do

The Temptations

You and I Both Jason Mraz

Lyrics Keywords Metadata

Keywords

Music Mood

Term Freq

sugar 19 rose happy

honey 16 dance

sweet 15 sugar

dance 13

love 13

girl 10

queen 8

baby 7

night 7

candy 6

child 4

image search engines such as Google and Flickr.

For image retrieval, Google and Flickr provide open

API methods. Depending on the properties of the

keywords used, we select appropriate images as

candidate images for the album cover art.

IV. Experimental Results

1. Experimental setup
To show the effectiveness of our scheme, we

implemented a prototype system on Windows Vista

Enterprise. The web server was Apache 2.2 with

PHP 5 and MySQL5.

Fig. 4. Automatic album cover art creation test program

Fig. 5. Sample final album cover art

Also, image retrieval was based on the Flickr [9]

and Google [10] API. For the experiment, we used

music files in the MP3, WMA, or AAC format with

tags that contained some metadata.

2. Album cover art creation

Figure 4 shows the user interface of our prototype

system for generating album cover arts for a

sample music list. The user interface consists of six

major parts: i) song list, ii) keyword list for the

extracted lyrics, iii) keyword list extracted from ID3

tag information, iv) music mood extractor, (v) cover

art template selector and (vi) image selector. For a

music list selected from a music database, their

keywords are extracted by music mood extraction,

lyrics analysis, and ID3 tag information analysis.

Table 1. Example of song list

For instance, for the sample music list shown in

Table I, Table II shows the keywords including

lyrics, metadata and music mood that are used for

web image search. A sample album cover art

generated according to the selected template is

shown in Figure 5.

Table 2. Example of keywords list
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At present, the system provides quite simple

templates. However, for a more satisfactory result,

we plan to add much more complicated and artistic

templates.

V. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel scheme for

automatically generating music compilation cover art

for a music list. In order to collect candidate images

for cover art from the web, we collected keywords

through three different music analysis methods: (i)

music mood extraction from music based on

acoustic features, (ii) meaningful keyword extraction

from music lyrics, (iii) ID3 tag information analysis

including singer, title and album name. We

implemented a prototype system and showed that it

can definitely generate album cover art effectively.

At present, the synthesis templates of candidate

images for album cover art are simple. To make it

more professional, we are making more artistic

templates.
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